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A digraph G is said to be asymmetric if uv E G implies vu 4 G. If  uv E G and P 
is a path of length k from IA to v, then P is called a k-bypass from u to v. In this 
paper we investigate asymmetric digraphs in which each line has a 2-bypass. 
Results are obtained on the existence of such digraphs, the relationship between 
Z-bypasses and longer bypasses, and the question of how prevalent such di- 
graphs are. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall use the terminology of [2]. If there is a line uv from u to v in the 
digraph G, we write M E G. In addition, we define O(U) = {u: uu E G} and 
9(u) = {u: uu E G}, called the outset and inset of the point u in G, 
respectively. We remind the reader that ( ) is used to denote induced 
subgraphs [2, p. 531. A. H. Lachlan in a personal correspondence asked 
about asymmetric digraphs in which uv E G implies there exists a 2-path 
uxv E G. We discuss some properties of such digraphs. 
2. EXISTENCE 
We first discuss the existence of the asymmetric digraphs mentioned 
above. If uu E G and P is a path of length k from u to u, we call P a 
k-bypass from u to v. If for every line uv E G there is a 2-bypass from u to v 
and if G is not totally disconnected, we say G has the 2-bypass property. 
The following result is obvious. 
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PROPOSITION I. An asymmetric digraph G has the 2-bypass ) 
and only if either of the following holds: 
+- 
(i) (0(u)) has no transmitter and no isolates for every 1, 
u E G, or 
(ii) (X(u)) has no receiver and no isolates for every point u E G. 
From Proposition 1 we see that if G has the 2-bypass property, then 
o.d.(u) > 3 for all u E G so that j G ( > 7, where [ G j denotes the order 
of G (that is, the number of points in G). Let Q7 be the digraph with points 
u0 , u1 ,..., u6 and UiUj E G if and only if j - i is congruent to 1, 2, or 
4 modulo 7. Q7 , often called the quadratic residue tournament of order 7, 
is asymmetric and since (O(u,)) is a 3-cycle for i = O,..., 6, Q, has the 
2-bypass property. 
THEOREM 2. For each n 3 7 there exists a strongly connected asym- 
metric digraph of order n with the 2-bypass property. 
Proof. Letn=2m+1311beanoddinteger.LetS={1,2,...,m-2, 
m + 1, m + 21, and let G have points z.+, u1 ,..., uzm with UiUj E G if and 
only ifj - i E s E S (mod n), Since no two elements of S sum to 2m + 1, 
G is asymmetric (in fact, G is a tournament). G is strongly connected 
because u,,u, ..’ u,,u, is a Hamiftonian (complete) cycle of G. For 
i = l,..., 2m, (B(u~)) is isomorphic to <O(u,)). The latter subtournament 
contains the m-cycle z+u,+,u,u, ... u,-,u,+,y so that G has the 2-bypass 
property. Similarly, the points of any inset lie on an m-cycle. Hence, if we 
adjoin a point x to G letting uIx E G1 for all ui f 8(u,), XU( E G, for all 
ui E 9(u,,), and no line between U, and x, we obtain a digraph G, of order 
n + 1 satisfying the theorem. For n = 9, let S = (1, 2, 3, 5). The remarks 
above now apply to this case giving us digraphs of order 9 and 10 that 
satisfy the theorem. For n = 7, (2, satisfies the theorem. Adjoining a point 
x to Q7 with lines from x to U, , ug , and u6 and lines from u1 , u, , and uq to x 
gives a digraph of order 8 satisfying the theorem and completing the proof. 
Theorem 2 is also true for strongly connected tournaments because in 
the preceding proof when n is odd G is a tournament and with XU, E G, an 
even order tournament satisfying the theorem has been found. 
THEOREM 3. lf G is an asymmetric digraph with the 2-bypass property, 
then any strong component C of G satisfies either 
(i) <C> itself has the 2-bypass property, or 
(ii) C is a singleton and no two successive components on a maximal 
length path in G*, the condensation of G, can be singietons. 
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Conditions (i) and (ii) are su@cientfor G to have the 2-bypassproperty ifG is 
a tournament. 
Proof. If 1 C / 3 2, then any 2-bypass for a line in (C) must lie in (C) 
since G* is acyclic. Thus (C) has the 2-bypass property if ( C ( > 2. The 
necessity of (ii) follows because G* is acyclic and the path has maximal 
length. 
For a tournament G, the condensation G* uniquely linearly orders the 
components. Since all points are joined in a tournament, conditions (i) and 
(ii) imply that G has the 2-bypass property. 
3. BYPASSES OF LONGER LENGTH 
Suppose that G is asymmetric and satisfies the 2-bypass property. Let 
U,U, be a line of G, and let uIu4u7 be a 2-bypass from U, to U, . Let u1u2u, 
be a 2-bypass from U, to U, . Because G is asymmetric, u2 # U, and U,U,U,U, 
is a 3-bypass from u1 to u, . Because of the asymmetry of G and the 2-bypass 
property, we continue in this fashion obtaining ua , u5 , and u, so that uluz , 
ul"4, ul"7, u2"3, u2"4, u3"4, u4"5, u4"6, u4"7 9 %% 9 and u6u, are lines of G. 
We call these lines and seven points a canonical bypass structure for uIu, 
(see Fig. 1) and notice it contains a k-bypass from u1 to u7 for k = 2,3,..., 6. 
This proves the following result. 
FIGURE 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf G is an asymmetric digraph with the 2-bypass 
property, then for each line uv in G there exist k-bypasses from u to v for 
k = 2, 3 ,..., 6. 
The digraph of order 8 used in the proof of Theorem 2 provides us with 
an example that shows Proposition 4 is not true for k = 7. In particular, 
there is no 7-bypass from us to uq . However, if we restrict ourselves to 
tournaments, we can say more than in Proposition 4. 
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THEOREM 5. Zf G is a strongly connected tournament of order m < 10 
with the 2-bypass property, then for each line uv E G there exists a k-bypass 
from u to v for k = 2, 3 ,..., m - 1. 
Proof. Case 1. I G ( = 8. Consider the canonical bypass structure for 
uv (see Fig. 1) with u = u1 and v = u, , and let the remaining point of G 
be x. If utx and XU~+~ are in G for any 1 < i < 6, then uluz ‘.. UiXUi+l ... u, 
is a 7-bypass and, thus, because o.d.(x) > 3 and i.d.(x) 3 3, we may 
assume xul , ~2.4~) xu3, u,x, ugx, and u,x are all in G. Since i.d.(u,) > 3, 
there is a line from at least one of ul, u2 , or ug to us. If ulug E G, then 
~~u~x~~~~u~~~u, is a 7-bypass from u1 to u, and similarly if u2ug E G. Hence, 
we assume u3ug E G. If xu, E G, then u1~~u3u~xu~u~u, is a 7-bypass. On the 
other hand, if u,x E G, then u,u,xu,~,u,u,u, is a 7-bypass. 
We omit the proofs for m = 9 and m = 10 since they are quite similar 
to the preceding case except that tediously many subcases are involved. 
Consider the tournament G of order 15 consisting of two copies of Q, , 
with respective points uli and uzj, j = O,..., 6, and a point x where 
Xulj E G and uzjx E G for j = 0 ,..., 6, ulOuz~ E G for j = 0 ,..., 6, and 
UzjUlk E G for j = 0 ,..., 6 and k = l,..., 6. G is strongly connected and has 
the Z-bypass property but none of u13 , u15 , nor ulB have a bypass of length 
greater than 6 to u10 . So Theorem 5 fails for m = 15 We do not know 
whether it is true or false for 11 G m < 14. Furthermore, there is no 
Ramsey-like result that holds because we may replace the second copy of 
Q, by a strongly connected tournament of order n with the 2-bypass 
property giving us a strongly connected tournament of order n + 8 with 
the 2-bypass property in which the longest bypass from u13 to ul,, is of 
length 6. 
A tournament of order 2m + 1 in which each point has outdegree m is 
said to be regular of degree m. We can prove a stronger result for regular 
tournaments. 
THEOREM 6. Let u and v be two distinct points of a regular tournament G 
of order n = 2m + 1 > 7. If uv E G, there is a k-bypass from u to v for 
k = 3, 4,..., 2m, and if vu E G, there is a k-path from u to v for 
k = 2, 3,..., 2m. In particular, if G has the 2-bypass property, then there is 
a path of each length 2,..., 2m from any point u to any distinct point v. 
Proof. If vu E G, the conclusion is the theorem of [l]. We assume 
uv E G. We begin by showing there is either a 2-bypass or a 3-bypass from 
u to v. We complete the proof by showing the existence of a k-bypass from 
u to v, k < 2m - 1, implies the existence of a (k + l)-bypass from u to v. 
Let w  E O(u), w  # v. If WV E G, then uwv is a 2-bypass. If WV $ G, then 
O(w) n 9(v) # @ and uwxv is a 3-bypass where x E 8(w) A f(v). 
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Let uwu be a 2-bypass from u to v. Let U be the points of G not on the 
bypass. Let u, , uz ,..., u,-, be the elements of O(U) n U and vl , v2 ,..., v, 
be the elements of 4(u). If any ZQV E G, then UZQVV is a 3-bypass from ZJ to v. 
Hence, assume wui E G for i = 1, 2 ,..., m - 2. Since WUj E G for exactly 
one j, let wvl E G. If any U~V E G or vlv E G, then uwuiv or uwvlv is a 3-bypass 
from u to v. Hence, assume vut E G for i = 1, 2 ,..., m - 2 and vu1 E G. 
Since o.d.(v) = m, VUj E G for exactly one j E (2, 3 ,..., m}. So let vvz E G. 
Since m > 3, v, dominates u, v, and w, and because o.d.(v,) = m, there 
exists at least one Ui such that UiV3 E G. Then UU~V~V is a 3-bypass from u 
to v. 
Let uuzu, *a. uLv be a k-bypass, 3 < k < 2m - 1, and let U be the 
points of G not on the bypass. If there exist successive points y and z on the 
k-bypass and a point x E U such that yx E G and xz E G, then we obtain a 
(k + I)-bypass by replacing yz with the 2-path yxz. We shall refer to this 
technique as replacement. 
Case I. 1 U I > m + 1. There exists x E U such that ux E G because 
1 .Y(u)l = m. If xui E G for any i = 2,..., k or xv E G, then we can find a 
(k + I)-bypass by replacement. Thus assume O(x) _C U. There exists 
y E O(x) such that yu3 E G. Then uxyu,u4 ..* ulcv is a (k + I)-bypass. 
Case 2. 3 < ( U [ < m. If ux E G or xv E G for any x E U, then 
replacement will produce a (k + I)-bypass. Thus, O(u) and Y(v) both 
occur in the points of the k-bypass. Consider the m - 2 predecessors in the 
k-bypass of the points O(u) - {u2 , v}. At least one of these points, say ui , 
must satisfy ujv E G since 1 U I > 3 and vx E G for all x E U. Since 
1 U I > 3, there exists x E U such that both o.d.(x) > 1 and id.(x) > 1 
in (U>. Since both (u, U, , u, ,..., Us} and (u, , u, ,..., uk , v> contain at least 
m points, by considering the first set we see that if xuL E G, then 
replacement yields a (k + I)-bypass, and by considering the second set 
we see that if uzx E G, then replacement yields a (k + I)-bypass. Hence, 
we may assume xuz E G and ukx E G. Then UU~++~+~ ... u,xu,u, .** uiv is a 
(k + I)-bypass. 
Case 3. 1 U 1 = 2. Let x, y E U with xy E G. Replacement will yield 
a (k + I)-bypass unless xu, xui for i = 2,..., m - 1, yu, and yUi for 
i = 2,..., m are all in G. If uiv E G for any m < i < 2m - 3, then at least 
one ui E {u, u2 ,..., u,,-~} = W satisfies z+u~+~ E G since o.d.(Ub+J = m. 
Hence, uu, ..* ujui+, *a* u~,,-~ YU~+~ a** uiv is a (k + I)-bypass. Thus, we 
may assumeY(v) = (u, u, ,..., u,-, , u~,,+~}. Since o.d&m+l) = m, we must 
have one Uj E W - {u,,& satisfying UjUm+l E G. Then uuzu, ..* z+u~+~ *a. 
%m--2xY~~+, .*. u,-,v is a (k + I)-bypass. 
Case 4. 1 U I = 1. Let {x} = U and xu, xuI E G for i = 2 ,..., m or 
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else replacement applies. One of u,+~ ,..., uZm-l , u is in @(urn) (since x and 
u,-~ are in 9(zfm)), so call it uj (letting uzm. = v). Similarly, one of 
f4 h ,..., urn-1 is in La(u,+,), so call it uk: (letting u1 = u). Then 
uug ... ug.4,+,u,+~ ... Uj-lXU~+l ... L&u, . *. u is a (2m)-bypass. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
It should be pointed out that regularity is not necessary to guarantee 
bypasses of each length in a tournament. In the proof of Theorem 2, 
regular tournaments of order 2n + 1 having a bypass of each length are 
given. A copy of one of these regular tournaments of order 2n + 1 > 9, 
together with two copies of Q, such that all lines between any two copies 
have the same orientation and such that the flow between the three copies 
is that of a 3-cycle, yields a nonregular tournament of order 2n + 15 in 
which each line has a bypass for each length from 2 through 2n + 14. 
4. DENSITY RESULTS 
In this section we consider the question of how prevalent digraphs with 
the Zbypass property are. 
THEOREM 7. If there exists an asymmetric digraph G with degree 
sequence D, then there exists an asymmetric digraph H with degree sequence 
D and without the 2-bypass property. 
Proof. Over all points 2) in all outsets 6(u) of all points u of all asym- 
metric digraphs with degree sequence D, choose H such that i.d.(v) in 
<O(U)) is minimum. If i.d.(v) = 0 in (Co(u)), then by Proposition 1 H does 
not have the 2-bypass property. So assume i.d.(v) > 0 in (O(U)) and 
notice this implies H has the 2-bypass property. Moreover, we may 
assume H is strongly connected for if it is not we can apply the following 
procedure on one of the nontrivial strong components of H. 
Let C be any cycle in H using the line xy. If C is not a 3-cycle, reorient 
every line obtaining HI with the same degree sequence. If yx does not have 
a 2-bypass in HI , we are done. Otherwise, xy is contained in a 3-cycle in H, 
and thus we assume every line of H is contained in a 3-cycle. 
Let UXY be a 2-bypass for UY, and let vyuv be a cycle using UU. Let vwy 
be a 2-bypass for uy, and let yzu be a 2-bypass for yu. It is easy to check 
that U, ZJ, w, x, y, and z are distinct because His asymmetric. 
If uw $ H, then reorient the lines of the cycle uxvwyu to obtain HI with 
the same degree sequence D. Now i.d.(v) in (O(U)) in HI is one less than 
in H, contradicting our choice of V. If zu $ H, we obtain a similar result 
using the cycle uxvyzu. Hence, we may assume uw E H and zv E H. 
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We now show there exist no lines between x and y or between x and w. 
If xw E H, then reorient the lines of uxwyu and in the resulting HI, 
i.d.(v) in (0(u)) has been reduced. If wx E H, first reorient the lines of 
xvyuwx and then reorient the lines of yuwy. Again, i.d.(v) has been reduced 
in (0(u)) in the resulting digraph. We get similar results if yx E H using 
the cycle xvyx, and if xy E H using the cycle uxyu. So we may assume there 
are no lines between x and y or x and w. 
Let xvrx be a cycle containing xv. From the preceding paragraph, 
we know r is distinct from U, v, w, x, y, z. If ur $ H, then the reorientation 
of the cycle xurx reduces i.d.(v) in (lo(~)). Hence, we assume ur E H. 
If zx E H, reorientation of the cycle zxuyz reduces i.d.(v) in (0(u)), 
while if xz E H, reorientation of the two cycles uxzu and zvyz reduces 
i.d.(v) in (U(U)). So we assume there is no line between x and z. Similarly, 
if yr E H, reorient the cycle xvyrx, or if ry E H, reorient the cycles uryu 
and xvrx. In either case, i.d.(v) in (B(u)) is reduced. So we assume there is 
no line between y and r. 
x 
FIGURE 2 
The sabgraph (u, v, w, x, y, z, r) is shown in Fig. 2. Reorient the lines xv 
and vy, delete the lines rx and yz, and insert the lines ry and xz. The 
resulting digraph H’ has degree sequence D, and i.d.(v) in (0(u)) has been 
reduced. Thus, i.d.(v) > 0 in (B(U)) is impossible, and the proof is 
complete. 
The next result is stated for labeled digraphs since we do not know an 
analogous result for the unlabeled case. 
THEOREM 8. If A(n) denotes the number of labeled asymmetric digraphs 
of order n and B(n) denotes those which have the 2-bypass property, then 
hbrn B(n)/A(n) = 1. 
ProoJ: Let the points be labeled with 1,2,..., n. Now A(n) = 3n(n-1)/2, 
and let us determine the number C, of labeled asymmetric digraphs of 
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order IZ in which some arc from the point labeled 1 fails to have a 2-bypass. 
Hence, if 1 has outdegree k, there are (“i’) ways in which this can happen. 
The inset of 1 can be chosen in 2n-1-k ways, a point p having indegree zero 
in (U( 1)) can be chosen in k ways, the point p can have an outset in (O( 1)) 
in any of 2”-l ways, and the number of labeled asymmetric digraphs on the 
points 2, 3,..., n excluding any lines in (O( 1)) involving p as one endpoint 
(which have already been considered) is 3(n-1)(la--2)/2--k+1. Summing over 
k = 1, 2 ,..., II - 1, we obtain 
C, < 1 k * 2+= 
k-l 
with the inequality arising since some of the digraphs have been counted 
more than once. Since there are n points, the number C(n) of labeled 
asymmetric digraphs of order IZ without the 2-bypass property satisfies 
C(n) < nC, < nD, . Hence, it suffices to show that limn+m nD,/A(n) = 0. 
We have 
D 
111 
= 2+23cn-1)(n-2)/2 klk (” i ‘) 3-W-l). 
k=l 
Now 
(n - 1)(x + 1>+2 = -& ((x + lP-l) = 2 z; (” ; ‘) x* 
For x = +, we obtain Cii: k(“,l) 3-fk4 = (n - l)(4/3)+-2. 
so 
nD,/A(n) = n(n - 1)23(n-2)3(n-l)(n-2)/2/3(n-l,~n-2,/2+2n-3 
= $(n - 1)(8/9)” 
and 
]im nD, = 0. 
n+m A(n) 
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